
Chalfont St Giles 2 vs HURLEY 1st – 11th June 2016 

 

Hurley lost by 1 wicket 

 

HURLEY 
D Simoes c Turner b Ayres 63 

G Lewis b J Plested 0 

N Akhtar b Ayres 10 

S Riaz c P Plested b Ayres 31 

V Sharma c Turner b Lancaster 26 

Sc Taylor Not Out 40 

S Hussein b Ayres 0 

St Taylor b Ayres 10 

R Brown Not Out 18 

K Nothey  

M Basharat  

 Extras 10 

 Total 208-7 

 

J Plested 13-2-56-1 D Owen 6-0-36-0 

C Ayres 14-3-45-5 P Plested 2-0-12-0 

S Lancaster 9-0-54-1  

 

CHALFONT St GILES 2XI 
R Patel c Hussein b Brown 6 

S Lancaster c Akhtar b Riaz 15 

P Plested c Sharma b Riaz 37 

J Plested b Riaz 63 

R Ballard Not Out 46 

S Kapadia b Riaz 9 

T Payne c Nothey b Basharat 8 

F Turner lbw Basharat 7 

A Perkins b Akhtar 3 

D Owen b Akhtar 0 

C Ayres Not Out 3 

 Extras 13 

 Total 210-9 

 

S Riaz  13-2-50-4 K Nothey 2-0-29-0 

R Brown 10-1-64-1 M Basharat 6.2-2-20-2 

N Akhtar 10-1-43-2  

 

For the second week running, Hurley had the opposition 9 down, but were battered and 

beaten at Chalfont St Giles after losing the toss for the 6th time in 7 starts this season. Almost 

before the coin hit the turf, the Hurley openers were strapping on their pads and George 

Lewis was rapidly back in the hutch falling to his first ball to J Plested (1-56) in the 3rd over. 

Naeem Akhtar (10) fell too far to off losing his leg peg and Hurley were 22-2 from 8 overs. 

Dave Simoes (63) started cautiously but then settled to add a useful 45 with Shoab Riaz (31) 

who was striking the ball with power and precision. When he tried to loft Ayres (5-45) 

however, he was pouched at long off (67-3). The rain came in the 22nd over and the match 

lost 46 minutes and 14 overs. Hurley’s innings was reduced to 45 overs and so on resumption 

Varun Sharma (26) pushed on with Simoes now scoring freely. Simoes finally fell caught 

behind and 2 balls later Shaan Hussein was bowled to an ugly heave leaving the visitors 162-

6. With 9 overs remaining and a target of 200, Scott Taylor (40not) piled on the runs exploiting 



the leg side boundary and stand-in skipper Ross Brown (18not) in 17 balls took Hurley to 208-7 

declared from 44 overs. 

 

With the grey skies clearing Hurley made a bright start dismissing both openers inside 5 overs 

with 23 on the board. But Hurley’s bowling, fielding and catching then degenerated to an 

alarming rate as J Plested (63) and P Plested (37) added 97 in 12 painful overs despite a 

rapid spell from Shoab Riaz (4-54) finding more bounce than Tiggers wedding night. Hurley 

were frustrated that a shout for caught at slip off P Plested went unanswered and the 

unabashed batter held his ground. One Hurley over went for 23 including 3 no-balls and 

inevitably a catch was spilled off one and the batsmen collected a further 3 runs. Riaz 

returned for a second spell and immediately had P Plested driving at cover where Sharma 

took a neat catch. The pivotal point was Riaz bowling J Plested for a fine belligerent 63 and 

the home side were still well placed at 141-4 with 21 gone and 21 remaining. Riaz and 

Naeem Akhtar (2-43) then managed to claw back the run-rate and pick up wickets though 

Richard Ballard (46not) remained a threat. Riaz’s pace had batsmen counting down his over 

allocation, and an adjustment to his length brought results hitting the stumps. Mo Basharat (2-

20) bowled well and Akhtar returned belatedly in the penultimate over to bowl Perkins and 

Owens with successive balls (200-9). Needing 9 to win from 10 balls, Ballard finished the 

match with a 6 over long on from the second ball of the final over.  

 

It was a chastening experience with some fielders as agile as the Natural History Museum at 

times and bowlers looking like they couldn’t bowl a hoop down a hill. While fortune didn’t 

favour the visitors, there is much to improve on. 


